
ASSIGNMENT 5

Objects, Files, and a Music Player

COMP-202A, Fall 2009, All Sections

Due: Thursday, December 3, 2009 (23:55)

You MUST do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you MUST follow all the
general instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of
the value of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations.

Note that the weight of this assignment in your final grade is equivalent to the combined weight of two of
the previous assignments.

Part 1, Question 1: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 100 points
Part 2, Question 2 or 3: 100 points

200 points total

Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Do NOT submit this part, as it will not be graded. However, doing these exercises might help you to do the
second part of the assignment, which will be graded. If you have difficulties with the questions of Part 1, then
we suggest that you consult the TAs during their office hours; they can help you and work with you through
the warm-up questions.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
Write a Java program which consists of one class called ReverseFile. This class should define one
method, main(), which does the following:

• Ask the user to enter the full paths of two files on disk as Strings, and read these paths from the
keyboard.

• Attempt to open the file whose path is given by the first String entered by the user for reading.

• Attempt to open the file whose path is given by the second String entered by the user for writing.

• Read the input file line by line and reverse the characters within each line (that is, the String
"abcde" should become the String "edcba"). Also, it should write the reversed lines to the
output file, but in the reverse order; that is, the first line in the input file should be the last line
in the output file, the second line in the input file should be the second last line in the output file,
and so on.

• Once it has read and reversed all the lines from the input file, and written the reversed lines to the
output file in the reverse order, it should close the files.

Make sure that the header of your main() method is the following:

public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException
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The throws IOException clause of the method header will allow your program to compile despite the
fact that opening a file for reading or for writing can result in IOExceptions being thrown.

Hint: In order to reverse the order in which the lines appear in the output file, your program will most
likely have to store them in memory. Note that your program should be able to handle a file containing
any number of lines, up to the amount of memory available to the Java Virtual Machine.

Part 2 (100 + 100 = 200 points)

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.

Introduction

In this assignment, you will write classes which can be used in a software music player to manage digital
audio tracks stored in files on disk, using the information contained in the metadata tags associated with
each track, and potentially also saved in a separate file containing only this information; in other words,
while some of the information about each digital audio track may be stored in the file which contains the
track, all the information about all the tracks will also be stored in a separate file.

The classes that you write in this assignment will include songs, loaders, and writers. A song is an object
which stores information about a digital audio track on disk. This information includes:

• the file on disk which contains the digital audio track

• the title of the track

• the artist who produced the track

• the album from which the track is available

• the number of the disc which contains this track

• the number of the track on the disc

• the length of the track in seconds

• a set of tags

The purpose of loaders is to read files which contain information about songs, and recreate the songs from
the information it reads from these files. Likewise, the purpose of writers is to write the information stored
in songs to a file in such a way that equivalent objects can later be recreated by a loader.

To do this assignment, you will need the following files:

• a5-basic.jar: An archive file containing all the Java classes that you may need to use in order to
write the classes required by this assignment and which are not already included in the Java Class
Library.

• a5-docs.zip: An archive file containing documentation about the classes that you will write for this
assignment, as well as the classes included in a5-basic.jar that you are likely to use to complete this
assignment.

• a5-tests.zip: An archive file containing test programs for each of the classes that you will write for
this assignment.

• junit.jar: An archive file containing all the classes implementing a test framework called JUnit. The
test programs in a5-tests.zip depend on JUnit in order to work.
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• a5-gui.zip: An archive file containing the implementation of the user interface for the COMP-202
music player application. This application will use the classes that you write for this assignment in
order to keep track of the user’s music collection.

What You Need To Do

Although there are three questions in this part of the assignment, in order to receive full credit, you only
need to complete:

• Question 1

• Your choice between Question 2 and Question 3

If you complete and submit files for both questions, only your submission for Question 2 will be graded; in
such a case, your submission for Question 3 will be ignored. However, it is strongly recommended that you
attempt the question for which you do not send a submission, as it will constitute good practice for the final
exam.

Question 1: The Song (100 points)
Write a Java class called Song. Song objects store information about digital audio tracks. This informa-
tion includes the path of the file on disk where the digital audio track corresponding to a Song object is
located, as well the title of the track, the artist who produced it, the album from which it is available,
the number of the disc (within the album) which contains this track, the number of the track on the
disc, the length of the track (in seconds), and optional tags which describe the track. Duplicate tags are
not supported by the Song class; in other words, adding a tag to a Song has no effect when the tag is
already associated with the Song.

The Song class MUST provide ALL of the following methods:

• Two (2) constructors, which initialize a newly-created Song

• boolean addTag(String), which adds a tag to a Song

• void clearTags(), which removes all tags currently associated to a Song

• String getAlbum(), which returns the title of the album from which the track represented by a
Song is available

• String getArtist(), which returns the name of the artist who produced the track a Song repre-
sents

• int getDiscNumber(), which returns the number of the disc which contains the track that a Song
represents

• java.io.File getFilePath(), which returns the path of the file on disk containing the track
represented by a Song

• int getLength(), which returns the length in seconds of the track that a Song represents

• java.util.ArrayList<String> getTags(), which returns all the tags currently associated with
a Song

• String getTitle(), which returns the title of the track that a Song represents

• int getTrackNumber(), which returns the number of the track that a Song represents

• boolean hasTag(String), which determines whether a tag is associated to a Song

• boolean removeTag(String), which removes a tag currently associated with a Song so that it is
no longer associated with the Song in question
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• String toString(), which returns a String representation of a Song; this representation consists
of the title of the track the Song represents, followed by the String " (", followed by the number
of the disc which contains the track the Song represents, followed by the String "-", followed by
the number of the track the Song represents, followed by the String ")".

The internal workings of Song objects can be implemented in whatever way you wish, as long as your
implementation of the Song class follows these instructions:

• It MUST behave as described in the specification given in the documentation for the Song class
found in a5-docs.zip.

• It MUST NOT use Java features, constructs, or Java standard library classes and methods not
covered in the lectures by the time the assignment is due, in accordance the general instructions
and regulations. In particular, you can store the tags associated with each Song using either arrays
or ArrayLists, but you MUST NOT use any other class that belongs to the Java Collection
Framework such as LinkedList, nor any other class you obtain from third-party libraries such
as the Apache Commons Collections) AT ALL within the Song class; in particular, you MUST
NOT use any class or method from the Java Platform API (or any third party library) which does
automatic searching for you. If you wish to use advanced data structures, you MUST implement
these data structures yourself.

Hint : Use an ArrayList instead of an array to store the Songs a Playlist contains. Be careful before
using the contains() and remove(E) methods of the ArrayList class, as they may not do exactly what
you need them to do.

Question 2: Loading the Songs (100 points)
Modify the provided SimpleCollectionLoader class to add bodies for each of the methods and con-
structors defined below. A SimpleCollectionLoader object reads music collection files; these files
contain information from which it is possible to create Songs. It then creates Songs from this infor-
mation, adds them to a MusicCollection that it also creates (the MusicCollection file has already
been written for you and is included in a5-basic.jar), and returns this new MusicCollection. The
SimpleCollectionLoader class MUST provide ALL of the following methods:

• A constructor, SimpleCollectionLoader(), which initializes a newly-created object which belongs
to the SimpleCollectionLoader class

• A MusicCollection load(java.io.File) method, which reads a music collection file whose path
is given by a java.io.File object, creates Songs from the information it contains, adds these Song
to a MusicCollection it also creates, and returns this new MusicCollection

The documentation for the SimpleCollectionLoader class included in a5-docs.zip describes in detail
the format in which information about each Song is stored in the music collection file. To summarize,
each Song is saved to the disk as follows:

1. The path of the file containing the digital audio track represented by the Song is written on a line
in the file.

2. The title of the audio track represented by the Song, the name of the artist who produced it, and
the title of the album from which it is available are written on the following three lines, in this
order, each on its own line. If a line where a value should be found is blank (that is, it is an empty
line), then the value of the corresponding attributes is set to the empty String ("").

3. The number of the disc on which the audio track the Song represents, its track number, its length
in seconds, and the number of tags associated with it are written on the same line, in this order,
on the line which immediately follows the one containing the title of the album from which the
track represented by this Song is available. These values are separated by one or more whitespace
characters (space and/or tab). There can be any number of white space character (including none)
before the first value on the line, as well as after the last value on the line.
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4. Finally, all the tags associated with the Song are written to the file, each on a separate line.

Note that any number of empty lines (including none) can occur before the path of the file containing the
digital audio track represented by the first Song in the music collection file, after the last tag associated
with the last Song in the music collection file, and between the last tag associated with a Song and the
path of the file containing the digital audio track represented by the next Song in the music collection
file.

Hint : It is very possible to write this class without declaring any instance or static variables (in such
cases, the constructor does nothing).

Question 3: Saving the Songs (100 points)
Modify the provided SimpleCollectionWriter class to add bodies for each of the methods and con-
structors defined below. A SimpleCollectionWriter object writes the information contained in Songs
to music collection files in such a way that a SimpleCollectionLoader can recreate the corresponding
Songs from this information. The SimpleCollectionWriter class MUST provide ALL of the following
methods:

• A constructor, SimpleCollectionWriter(), which initializes a newly-created object which belongs
to the SimpleCollectionWriter class

• A void save(MusicCollection, java.io.File) method, which writes the information stored in
the Songs contained in the specified MusicCollection to a music collection file whose path is given
by a java.io.File object

The documentation for the SimpleCollectionWriter class included in a5-docs.zip describes in detail
the format in which information about each Song is stored in the music collection file. To summarize,
it is the same format as the one understood by the MusicCollection load(java.io.File) method of
the SimpleCollectionLoader class (see Question 2).

Hint : Like the SimpleCollectionLoader class described in Question 2, it is very possible to write this
class without declaring any instance or static variables (in such cases, the constructor does nothing).

Additional Information

Important instructions:

• You MUST save the classes you write for the above questions in the following files:

– Question 1: Song.java

– Question 2: SimpleCollectionLoader.java

– Question 3: SimpleCollectionWriter.java

Submit TWO of these files to myCourses: Song.java, and EITHER SimpleCollectionLoader.java
OR SimpleCollectionWriter.java, at your option. If you implement other classes that are used
by the classes required by the assignment, you MUST submit the files containing the source code
(files with extension .java) for these classes as well. In accordance to the general instructions and
regulations, submit to myCourses ONLY source code files relevant to the assignment.

• Full specifications for the all the methods you have to write in the three required classes (Song,
SimpleCollectionLoader, and SimpleCollectionWriter), including the parameters these methods
take, what these parameters represent, the return types of these methods, the values these methods
return in various circumstances, the effects that calling each method has on the state of the target
object (if any), and so on, can be found in the documentation for the Song, SimpleCollectionLoader,
and SimpleCollectionWriter classes; this documentation is included in a5-docs.zip. The methods
you implement MUST respect ALL the specifications for the Song, SimpleCollectionLoader, and
SimpleCollectionWriter classes that are found in the documentation.
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• Remember that, in accordance with the general instructions and regulations for assignments, all at-
tributes of the classes you write MUST be private, and all the methods you write which are required
by the above specification and the documentation MUST be public. If you define helper methods
not listed in the above specification or in the documentation, these methods MUST be private. Also
remember that not specifying an access modifier results in an access modifier which is neither public
nor private.

Other tips and information:

• The assignment specification does not require that you submit any test programs. However, it will
be necesary for you to write / use such programs in order to verify that the classes required by this
assignment work properly. Here are a couple approaches you can take to perform this task:

– You can write a program that creates “dummy” Song objects with “dummy” values. You can
then use these “dummy” Song objects to verify that the classes you wrote for this work properly.

– You can use the test programs provided in a5-tests.zip. Extract the contents of a5-tests.zip
to the folder in which you have saved the files containing the classes required by this assignment.
Then, compile the test files and run them.

Note that if you use the provided test programs, you need make sure to test your classes in the fol-
lowing order, as the test for each of these classes depends on the correctness of the implementation
of the previous class:

1. Song

2. SimpleCollectionLoader / SimpleCollectionWriter

• To combine the Java libraries in the provided JAR files with the classes you write so that everything
compiles and runs using the JDK, you need to specify when compiling or running your program that
the JAR files should be on the Classpath. To do so, follow the steps below:

1. Place the JAR files in the same directory / folder as the one in which the files containing the
classes that you wrote are stored.

2. Open the command-line interface (Command Prompt under Windows, Terminal under Mac OS
X, Linux, or other Unix-like operating systems) and navigate normally to the directory / folder
containing your files.

3. To compile a file called MyFile.java under Windows, issue the following command:

javac -cp a5-basic.jar;. MyFile.java

If file MyFile.java is one of the provided test programs and not a file that you wrote, issue the
following command instead:

javac -cp a5-basic.jar;junit.jar;. MyFile.java

To compile a file called MyFile.java under Mac OS X, Linux, or another Unix-like operating
system, issue the following command:

javac -cp a5-basic.jar:. MyFile.java

If file MyFile.java is one of the provided test programs and not a file that you wrote, issue the
following command instead:

javac -cp a5-basic.jar:junit.jar:. MyFile.java

The only difference between the Windows and Unix versions of the above commands is that in the
Windows version, a semi-colon (;) separates each Classpath entry; in the Unix version, a colon
(:) separates each Classpath entry instead. Make sure to replace MyFile.java with the actual
name of the file you wish to compile.
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4. To run the main() method defined in a class called MyFile under Windows, issue the following
command.

java -cp a5-basic.jar;. MyFile

If file MyFile.java is one of the provided test programs and not a file that you wrote, issue the
following command instead:

java -cp a5-basic.jar;junit.jar;. MyFile

To run the main() method defined in a class called MyFile.java under Mac OS X, Linux, or
another Unix-like operating system), issue the following command:

java -cp a5-basic.jar:. MyFile

If file MyFile.java is one of the provided test programs and not a file that you wrote, issue the
following command instead:

java -cp a5-basic.jar:junit.jar;. MyFile

Again, the only difference between the Windows and Unix versions of the above commands is that
in the Windows version, a semi-colon (;) separates each Classpath entry; in the Unix version, a
colon (:) separates each Classpath entry instead. Make sure to replace MyFile with the actual
name of the class containing the main() method you wish to run.

You should now be able to compile the files containing the classes that you wrote, as well as the
provided test programs, without the compiler reporting errors related to missing classes. You should
also be able to run provided test programs, as well as any test programs you wrote, without the virtual
machine reporting such errors. Note that the -cp option is ONLY necessary when the code you want
to compile / run requires libraries located in another directory or a JAR file.

• To combine the Java libraries in the provided JAR files with the classes you write so that everything
compiles and runs using Eclipse, you need to add the JAR files to the Classpath of your project. To
do so, follow the steps below:

1. In the Package Explorer or Navigator view, right-click on your project. In the context menu
that appears, select the Properties option.

2. The window that appears will be split in two main portions. The smaller, left-hand portion
contains a number of option categories, and you can select a category from those listed; the larger
middle portion contains the options for the selected category. In the left-hand portion of the
window, choose Java Build Path.

3. The middle portion of the window will now contain four tabs. Click on the Libraries tab. The
libraries included in your project will now appear, along with a number of buttons; click on the
button labelled Add External JARs....

4. Using the file selection window that appears, navigate to the directory / folder where you saved
the JAR files, select them, and click on the confirmation button (it might be labelled OK, Open,
or something else, depending on the operating system that you use).

5. Selecting the JAR files as described in the previous step you should bring you back to the
Properties window, and the list of libraries included in your project will now contain all the
JAR files you selected. At the bottom of the Properties window are two buttons; click on the
one labelled OK.

Once you added both a5-basic.jar and junit.jar to the Classpath of your project by following
the above steps, you should now be able to compile all the classes that you are required to write by
the above specification without the compiler reporting errors related to missing classes. Note that it
is necessary to perform the above steps ONLY when the code you want to compile / run requires
libraries not included in the Java Standard Library.
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Also, note that Eclipse gives you the option of running the provided test programs either as a Java
Application, or as a JUnit test. Both result in similar displays, so you can use both and decide which
one you prefer.

• Instructions which explain how to compile and run the COMP-202 music player using the JDK and
Eclipse are provided in the file a5-gui.zip.

What To Submit

Song.java
SimpleCollectionLoader.java (if you choose to send a submission for Question 2)
SimpleCollectionWriter.java (if you choose to send a submission for Question 3)
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